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the audio damage ampex atr102 plugin is the pinnacle of tape emulation in my opinion. it doesnt
require any special hardware. you can use it right away without making an investment. you can

experiment on your computer with great results and then load the plugin in your daw. there are no
limitations or time limitations to your work or experimentation with this plug in. you get the

unaltered, unprocessed, and raw sound of analog tape. if youre a purist, this plugin is for you. it
doesnt have a ton of flexibility but it does sound like tape and you can tweak it to your needs. the
tone control is handy to play with. i dont think it sounds like tape, but i have found a ton of great

sounds and tones with it. the analog mastering plugin is a modern take on the technique of analog
mastering. it does a good job of recreating the sounds of tape heads, tape speed, amplifier power,

amplifier saturation, etc. its not a real tape machine, but it does sound good in the context of a
modern digital recording. the tape compress plugin is a great tool for mastering. it has a ton of
options and its easy to use. with the right settings, it can sound almost identical to analog tape.

unlike other plugins that are based on an analog tape machine, it doesnt sound like tape in general,
but it does sound like tape. it also has a fair amount of flexibility. the fuzz plugin is a modern take on
the use of tape as an effect. it has a ton of settings, and its a very flexible tool. if you have access to
a true analog fuzz box like a roland space echo, you can add a ton of analog fuzz tones to your mix.

the plugin is easy to use, and the sound has a lot of character. it even has a stereo effect that can be
used on mono signals, but make sure to set the stereo to mono in the settings. the effect is great for

adding subtle analog fuzz tones to a mix.
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the ampex atr-102 is a plug-in from uad. it is
a faithful emulation of an ampex atr2-trt86

two-track tape machine. it comes with
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controls for speed, bias, eq, calibration, and
more. it will be the first plug-in in this new

series of emulations, and its very affordable.
you are going to love it. theres a lot of room

for creativity with the atr-102 as long as
youre aware of the dynamics of the tape. its

the little things that make the difference
between good and great. the warm sound of
the atr-102 combined with the studer tape

machines low end fullness makes for a
winning combination. the design of this plug-

in is simple, and easy to use and adjust. i
would recommend this plugin to anyone who

has the interest to get into the world of
mixing and mastering. i'm just starting to

understandi the mixing and mastering
processes. i have years to go before i'm an
expert but i'm moving towards my goal with
the awesome help from ua. the studer 800
has a compiling effect on the tracks during
the mx. with the studer on all instrument
inputs they feed to the 2mx bus with a

clarity and a punch that i have not
experienced thus far in my 4 year romp
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through the daw reality of pro tools. i find i
don't need to mess with eqs anywhere near

what i used to. the ampex atr-102 is the final
glue. it has very fine differences that bring

out the clen punch on low material at slower
speeds and a sparkle at higher speeds. i find

the.5 in atr tape the most effective for my
work so far. i've been on the hunt for an

analog mix reference for my mastering. i've
been using the studer atr-122 for mixing,
which is fantastic, but really doesn't have
the punch for the final mixdown, so i'm

finally looking for something that will give
me that punch. with the ampex atr-116, it's
a hit. i'm trying to get the settings right for
mixdown, but for now i'm just using it as a

companion. 5ec8ef588b
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